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~~scIENTIA.,, 
EST L" UNIQUE REVUE a diffusion vraiment mondia.le. 

EST L"UNIQUE REVUE de synthese et d'unifi.cation du savoir tra.ita.nt 
par ses articles les problemes les plus nouveaux et les plus fondamentaux de toutee 
les branches de la. science: philosophie scientifi.que, histoire des sciences, ma.the
matiques, astronomie, geologie, physique, chimie, sciences biologiques, physio
logie, psychologie, histoire des religions, anthropologie, linguistique; articles qui 
ont constitue parlois de veritables enquetes, comma celles sur la. contribution 
que les differents peuples ont apporte au progres des sciences: sur la question 
du determinisme; aur les questions physiques et chimiques les plus fonda.mentales 
et en particulier sur la relativite, sur la physique de l'atome et des radiations; 
sur le vitalisme. "Scientia,, etudie ainsi tous Jes plus grands problemes qui 
a.gitent les milieux studieux et intellectuals du monde entier. 

EST L"UNIQUE REVUE qui puisse se vanter de cornpter parmi ses 
collaborateurs les savants les plus illustres du monde entier. 

«Scientia» publie les articles dans la langue de leurs Auteurs et a chaque 
fascicule est joint un Supplement contenant la traduction integrale 
&an9aise (italienne de 1941 a 1944) des articles qui sont publies, dans le 
texte, dans une langue differente. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH 

Our present knowledge e.nd some hypotheses conceming the core of the ee.rth, the 
mantle e.nd the crust a.re snmme.rized. The ee.rth consists of e. core with e. re.diUB of a.bout 
3450 km, e. mantle, e.nd surface layers which ve.ry from ple.ce to ple.ce. According .to the 
usue.l theory, the core consists ma.inly of fluid iron, but recent theories point to a. pos
slblllty the.t it contains e. rela.tively le.rge percentage of hydrogen. Another change in 
properties is indice.ted e.t e. depth of 900 to 1000 km. Results conceming the earth's 
uppermost le.yere a.re discussed. These include irregularities e.t e. depth of a.bout 80 km, 
where the velocity of long!tudina.l e.s well e.s transverse waves decree.see slightly but suf
tloiently to co.use e. • shadow zone • for both types of we.ves e.t the surface of the ee.rth; 
this decree.ea in we.ve velocity is due to the high temperature which e.pproe.ches or even 
surpe.sses the melting point of the me.terie.l e.t depths of a.bout 80 km e.nd below. Other 
phenomena. which a.re mentioned include • roots of mounte.ine • e.nd the • gre.nitic le.yer •· 
De.to. conceming the density, the ole.stic constants, e.nd ple.sticity a.re given. 

Practically all well founded results concerning the internal structure 
of the earth have been found during the past fifty years. In 1897, E. 
Wiechert1 concluded that the earth must have a core of heavy material, 
such as iron, to account for the relatively high mean density of the earth 
and the observed flattening. In 1906, R. D. Oldham' believed to have 
founcl an appreciable delay in the arrival of direct longitudinal and trans
verse waves at great distances. He supposed that this was due to low wave 
velocities in the core and calculated a radius of the core of about 2500 km. 
However, later research based on records of improved instruments indicated 
that Oldham had misinterpreted longitudinal and transverse waves reflected 
at the surface of the earth (designated later by PP and SS respectively) and 
arriving at great distances, for waves passing through the core. In 1912, 
the author presented the first accurate results• based on a study of very 
distant shooks recorded at Gottingen, and identified a number of waves 
of different types which are refracted and reflected at the surface of the 
core. He found a radius of the core of approximately 3500 km, close to 
the value of 3450 km which is considered best today. 

In 1936, Miss I. Lehmann• pointed out that longitudinal waves ob
served at epioentral distances beyond 110°, and considered previously to 
be diffracted waves, can be explained better as waves refracted at an « inner 
core•· In 1938 Gutenberg and Richter6 calculated that the radius of such 
an inner core is about 1400 km, and that the velocity of the longitudinal 
waves indreases there from about 10.2 to about 11.4 km/sec (Figure 1). 
The accurate amount of this increase is still uncertain, and it cannot yet 
be decided whether the increase is sudden, or gradual over a range of roughly 
200 km.' 

1 
• Ne.chr. Ges. d. Wiseensoh. , ; Giittingen, 1897, p, 221. 

• • Quarterly Joum. Geologi~l Boe. ,, vol. 62, p. 456. 
1 • Ne.chr. Gee. d. Wiseensoh. •, Giittingen, 1914. 
• Pub!. • Bureau Centre.I Seiemol. Int. •• Ser. A, Fe.so. 14, p. 87. 
6 • Monthly Not. •• • Roye.I Astron. Soc. ,, c Geophysice.l Suppl. •• vol. 4, p. 363. 
9 For e. recent snmma.ry, see BULLEN, An introduction lo the theory of seismolow, 

Univ. Prese, Cambridge, England, 1947. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH 83 

Thus far, no phases have been determined which have passed through 
the core as transverse waves. Combining this fact with the rather high 
density in the core, (required to explain the mean density of the earth) it 
is generally assumed that the core consists mainly of iron in a non-solid 
state. In 1941, Kuhn and Rittmann' concluded from physical-chemical 
reasons that no iron core could have formed, and that the inner part of the 
earth must consist of solar matter, including iron and a large percentage 
of hydrogen. A somewhat different hypothesis assuming a relatively 
large percentage of hydrogen in the core had been published earlier (1937) 
by Father J. Lynch•. To explain the observed delay in the earthquake 
waves and the lack of observed transverse waves through the central part 
of the earth, Kuhn and Rittmann assumed that the viscosity decreases 
fast but continuously near the depth of 2900 km1 and that at that depth 
the time of relaxation decreases rapidly below about 10 seconds. Their 
general point of view was supported for example by Kronig, Boer, and 
Korriga• who discussed the possible transition from molecular to atomic 
hydrogen at the surface of the core. On the other hand, Eucken • pointed 
out that there is no serious reason to abandon the hypothesis of an iron 
core from the view point of the physical chemist. Additional research is 
desirable to explain the required high density of the core on the hypothesis 
of Kuhn-Rittmann and the sudden decrease in the coefficient of viscosity 
at the boundary of the core which is indicated by the strong reflection and 
refraction of elastic waves at the critical depth. Since the observed lengths 
of waves reflected at the critical surface are not infrequently 20 km or less, 
the transition zone cannot be thicker than about 10 km. In addition, no 
increase in absorption of transverse waves approaching the core has been 
found; such an increasing loss of energy would be expected, if the theory 
of Kuhn-Rittmann were correct. 

The increase in the wave velocity at a depth of about 1400 km from 
the center of the earth (the boundary of the so called •< inner core») has 
not been explained thus far. Perhaps, the bulk modulus increases rapidly 
there, or the rigidity may become appreciable again. Observation of waves 
having passed through the inner core as transverse waves would decide this 
question but the lack of such observations does not disprove the possibility 
of a solid inner core, since the fraction of energy transformed from longitu
dinal waves to transverse waves in entering the inner core probably would 
be small, and, in any case, it would be difficult to identify such waves. 

The shell between the surface of the core and the crustal layers of the 
earth is generally called the « mantle» of the earth. It behaves as a solid 
for vibrations with the periods of earthquake waves (less than a few minutes). 
Below a depth of about 150 km the velocities of longitudinal and transverse 
waves increase inward. At a depth of about 1000 km this increase becomes 
slower (Figure 1 ). This fact was first found by Wiechert and Zoeppritz • 

' • Geolog. Rundschau •, vol. 32, p. 215; see also KUHN • Die Naturwissenschaften•, 
vol. 30, 19!2, p . 689. 

• Our trembling earth. New York, 1910, pp. 170-197. •Also Nature,, August. 28, 1937. 
• • Physlca ,, vol. 12, 1946, p. 245. 

• • Die Naturwissenschaften •, 1944, p. 112; • Nachr. Akad. Wiss.,, Gottingen, 1944. 
• • Nachr. Gee. d. \Vias. •, Gottingen, 1907. 
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in 1906; they oaloulated a depth of about 1500 km for this oritioal surface 
from the fact that the apparent velocity of the longitudinal and transverse 
waves ohangee rapidly at epioentral dietanoee of about 5400 and 4800 km 
reepeotively. The difference in depth given by their results and those of 
more reoent oaloulatione ie due to relatively email inaooura.eiee in observed 
travel times approaching the oritioal dieta.noe; the oritioal depth ie found 
(by integration of a quantity, based on travel times) as the depth of the 
deepest point reached by the ray whioh emerges at the oritioal dietMoe. 
Wiechert, in 1907, believed that this was the boundary of the oore. 
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Figure 1. Velocity of longitudinal and transverse waves In the earth. (Note that 
the soale for transverse waves le twice the scale for longitudinal waves). 

Since the travel time ourvee are almost straight lines approaching the 
critical epioentral distance of about 5000 km, and the amplitudes of the 
waves are relatively email there over an interval of a few hundred kilometers, 
the possibility mu.et be ooneidered that, approaching the critical depth 
downward, the wave velocity beoomee nearly constant, or deoreaeee slightly, 
or that there ie a email discontinuous change in the velocities at the oritioal 
depth. Some smaller irregularities are indicated between the depth of 
about 1000 km and the oore. 

In the outermost 100 km of the mantle the wave velocity shows cone. 
iderable differenoee. Thie ie partly due to locally variable amounts of two 
different types of material, the deeper called « sima » (containing more 
magnesium in addition to silicates), and the upper called« sial » (containing 
more aluminum). The boundary between sial and sima was located first 
from seismic data by A. Mohorovioio 1 and it is known now as the « Moho
rovicio dieoontinuity •· Starting at a depth of about 80 km, whioh ie 
probably in the sima everywhere, the velocity of longitudinal waves as 
well as transverse waves decreases by 0.1 or 0.2 km/seo, perhaps suddenly. 

• • Jahrbuoh Meteorol. Obs. Zagreb ,, vol. 9, pt. 4, 1910, p, 1. 
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The velooities remain below their maximum (whioh is reached at a depth 
of 70 :t: 20 km) down to a depth of roughly 170 km, where there may be 
a sudden small increase; below a depth of about 260 km, both velocities 
show a relatively fast increase with depth. However, the velocity of trans
verse waves increases relatively more slowly than that of the longitudinal 
waves, which results from an inorease of Poisson's ratio from about 1/4 

• at about 70 km to 0.3 in the deeper parts of the mantle. 
The slight deorease in wave velooity at a depth of about 80 km was 

found by the author in 1926, and interpreted in 1928 as a consequence of 
the melting point being reached at that depth 1• Further research, partly 
with C. F. Riohter, and reoently based by the author on a rather large body 
of data has revealed more details, but the question whether one or both 
transitions are sudden has not been decided.• There is little doubt that 
the whole group of phenomena is due to the increase in temperature, which 
certainly approaches but not neoesaarily surpasses the melting point of the 
rook at that depth. The faot that this depth range plays an important 
role, too, in the theory of isostasy is noteworthy. The time of relaxation 
as a eonaequenoe of plastio flow can be derived from the postglacial uplift; 
its order of magnitude is 1000 years. Thia does not prevent accumulation 
of strain during much shorter periods, nor earthquakes, below this depth . 
However, apparently the maximum energy observed in earthquakes seems 
to decrease with the depth of foous (to about 1/100 in the deepest) indioating 
that noticeably 1888 energy oan be stored at depths in the vioinity of 600 
km than at a depth of 26 km. At a depth of approximately 700 km, earth
quakes seem to stop; no appreciably deeper foci are known at present, 
At about that same depth electric conductivity appears to increase fast•, 
but thus far there is no obvious indication of corresponding irregularities 
jn the purely elastio properties. A number of unidentified rather small 
phases in earthquake records may eventually result in looa.t4',g minor irre
gularities in the mantle of the earth. 

The sialio crustal layers of the earth are oharaoterized by considerable 
variation from region to region ◄• In general, they are thickest - up to 
60 or 70 km - under high mountain ranges, about 40 or 46 km thick under 
the average parts of the continents, still thinner under the Atlantic and 
Indian Oceans, while they are probably limited to sedimentary layers in 
most areas of the « Paoifio Basin », whioh is outlined approximately by 
the inner belt of earthquake epicenters surrounding the Pacific. In the 
continents the sia.lic layers consist of sediments (thickness between O and 
possibly 20 km, velocity of longitudinal waves from a fraction of one km/880 
to about 8 km/sec), a« granitic» layer (usually roughly 20 km thick, but up 
to 40 km under some mountain ranges, velocity of longitudinal waves bet
ween about 6 and 6 ½ km/sec depending on the composition, but app
arently usually about 6.6 km/seo in the deeper parts) and one or more 
• intermediate » layers. « Shallow » earthquakes seem to originate usually 

1 MuU.ER-POUILLETB, Lehrlm.ch der Physik. 11 ed. , vol. 5, p . 669. 
' • Bull. Selsmol. Soc. of America•• vol. 38, 1948, p. 121. 
I CHAPMAN and PRICE, • Royal Soc. London, PhllOB, Transact•. (A) 229, 1930, 

p. 427; • Price and Lahlrl •• Ibid. Proceed. (A) 165, 1938, p. S55. 
◄ For summaries and dlscUBSlon see Gntenberg • Bull. Geologfoal Soc. of America •· 

vol. 54, 1943, p. 413, or Bullen, l.c. 

l 
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at or near the bottom of the granitio layer, but oooaaionally higher up in 
the granitic layer or (mostly small shooks) even in the sediments. On 
the other hand, there seems to be no gap in the depths at whioh earthquakes 
are found below the granitic layer although the number of earthquakes 
decreases considerably with depth down to the upper part of the sima. 

The depth of the « roots » of volcanoes is still a much debated question. 
There is a strong correlation between lines of aotive volcanoes, lines of earth. 
quakes originating at a depth of 80 to 150 km, and positive gravity ano
malies (mass surplus within the uppermost 60 to 80 km), as well as a cor
relation between lines of recently extinct volcanoes and lines of earthquakes 
originating at depths between 150 and about 250 km. The reason for a 
regular sequence of ocean deeps, gravity an.omalies, earthquake foci and 
volcanoes, in the arcs surrounding the Pacific Basin t is one of _the many 
puzzles in geophysics which have not definitely been solved. 

Our information regarding the density, the elastic constants and the 
plasticity in the interior of the earth has not changed muoh in reoent years.• 
At the surface of the oore, the density increases from about 5 1/2 gr.Jorn• 
outside to about 9 1/2 inside, and reaohes at least 12 near the oenter of th~ 
earth. The bulk modulus whioh is about l.2x 1011 dynes/om• at a depth 
of 100 km, is about 6x l0tt approaching the oore, apparently does not ohange 
very muoh there and reaohes about 16X 1011 near the oenter of the earth 
The coefficient of rigidity increases from about 6 x 10" dynes/cm' at a depth 
of 100 km to about 3x 10" near the oore; its value inside the oore is not 
known, but probably muoh smaller. Gravity•inoreases slightly in the outer 
part of the mantle, and decreases in the oore to zero in the center where 
the pressure reaches about 3 1/2 million atmospheres. The strength, (res
istance to plastio flow) is about 10• dynes/om• in the uppermost layers and 
may well decrease to 10' or less near the depth of 80 km. The breaking 
strength is apparently somewhat greater. The coeffioient of internal friction 
depends on the period of the disturbance and seems to be of the order of 
10• poises for earthquake waves near the surface. The amplitudes of long
itudinal waves travelling a distance of 10,000 km through the earth are 
reduced to about one half by absorption. Finally, the coefficient of visco
sity seems to be of the order of 1011 poises in the mantle, but less in the oore. 
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